Literacy
In Literacy, the children
will be developing their
understanding of the
‘Tragedy’ plot structure.
This will be achieved
through studying Mary
Shelley’s Frankenstein.
This well-known story will
act as a model text that
the children will use as
their template when
writing for different
audiences and purposes
across the half term,
including a narrative to
entertain and a set of
instructions to inform.

Science Week
In the final week of Spring 2, the children will be taking part
in Science Week. They will be completing their unit on
Materials and will be conducting several exciting
investigations into soluble materials and irreversible changes.
They will then be making links to Literacy as they write up
and analyse their findings.
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PE
The children will be swimming every afternoon for
four weeks this half term.
These sessions will cover everything from learning confidence in the water to refining known strokes.
The children will be making links to our current value of
Positivity in each session, and they will also strengthen
their value of Resilience throughout the term.

Maths
Children will begin to calculate
decimal fractions this half term,
making clear links to their previous
learning on decimal fractions
including tenths and hundredths.
They will use their decimal placevalue knowledge to support their
learning.
The children will also explore how
measures can be converted from one
unit to another using their knowledge
of multiplication and division by 10,
100 and 1,000.

Values
Our value for this term
is Positivity.

PSHE
This half term, children will be
considering what makes a happy and
healthy relationship. They will take
part in discussions, debates and will
be able to use their value of Respect
to courteously respond to their peers.

Music
The children will be using ‘Charanga’
music software to listen and appraise
a piece of music. They will continue
to develop an understanding of
pitch, rhythm, texture and pulse.
They will also continue to learn how
to play a variety of instruments in
time to music. This will include
reading notation.

